‘Bustler’ steam tug by Tom
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I decided on a smaller boat for this project, using gears for
reversing - something different. After a check through my
plans, I found a small tug boat, Bustler, a semi-scale plan by
Vic Smeed (MM363). This proved to be a bit too small, so I
enlarged it from 18” to 23.5”. This looked better.
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Ensign’s report 1st January 2013 HAPPY NEW YEAR!
On long-term average, our group manages to launch one new model
boat or complete one major refurbishment every month. Be sure to
check out the updated gallery page on our website for some of the
2012 additions to the fleet.
Motorised Submersible Canoe

It would need a low-profile engine. Luckily, I had built one
a few years earlier. It is a horizontally opposed twin cylinder type, 5/16” bore by 5/8” stroke. On the main bearing
I mounted a swivelling plate, servo-operated, with gears arranged to provide a reversing function. A bench test under
steam proved a success, so it was time to build the boat!

One of the more bizarre inventions of WW2 war was the
British Motorised Submersible Canoe or MSC, as depicted
here in the March 1947 issue of Popular Science magazine.

The MSC was the brainchild of Major Hugh Quentin Reeves
(later to become the inspiration for ‘Q’ of the James Bond
stories). Essentially a miniature one-man submarine, the MSC
could be launched from a full-size submarine to penetrate an
enemy harbour unseen and lay limpet mines or carry out espionage work. The operator would navigate by planing up
from time to time to gain a quick visual fix. The MSC could
also proceed on the surface, aided by a sail or paddling.
The exploits of the MSCs were long shrouded in secrecy, used
as they were by the Special Operations Executive (SOE), but
it seems they were not particularly successful.
For anyone considering a working model of the MSC - and
what a unique model it would be - detailed plans are available
from Marine Modelling International, number MAR 2594.
The code name for the MSC was Sleeping Beauty.

The plan called for bread and butter construction, but this is
not for me. I needed a fully open space in the hull, so I set
about building a jig, using the templates on the plan. I traced
out the frames, made up the keel and planked the hull in 3mm
balsa which I then covered in fibreglass.
This gave me a fully
open hull in which
everything fitted
perfectly.
The
first test in a tank
at home worked
okay, then a week
later at the lake a
full run turned up
a few minor problems that were easily fixed. In all - a
reliable little steam
boat!

